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Verse 16: Affection 

209. Giving himself to things to be shunned and not exerting where exertion is needed, a seeker after pleasures, having 

given up his true welfare, envies those intent upon theirs. 

210. Seek no intimacy with the beloved and also not with the unloved, for not to see the beloved and to see the unloved, 

both are painful. 

211. Therefore hold nothing dear, for separation from the dear is painful. There are no bonds for those who have nothing 

beloved or unloved. 

212. From endearment springs grief, from endearment springs fear. From him who is wholly free from endearment there 

is no grief, whence then fear? 

213. From affection springs grief, from affection springs fear. From him who is wholly free from affection there is no 

grief, whence then fear? 

214. From attachment springs grief, from attachment springs fear. From him who is wholly free from attachment there is 

no grief, whence then fear? 

215. From lust springs grief, from lust springs fear. From him who is wholly free from craving there is no grief; whence 

then fear? 

216. From craving springs grief, from craving springs fear. From him who is wholly free from craving there is no grief; 

whence then fear? 

217. People hold dear him who embodies virtue and insight, who is principled, has realized the truth, and who himself 

does what he ought to be doing. 

218. One who is intent upon the Ineffable (Nibbana), dwells with mind inspired (by supramundane wisdom), and is no 

more bound by sense pleasures — such a man is called "One Bound Upstream."  
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219. When, after a long absence, a man safely returns from afar, his relatives, friends and well-wishers welcome him 

home on arrival. 

220. As kinsmen welcome a dear one on arrival, even so his own good deeds will welcome the doer of good who has gone 

from this world to the next. 

 

  
 Some thoughts about this Dhammapada Verse:  

 

                Affection (also sometimes translated as Pleasure or Attachment) 

 

Children in every culture grow up with the dream that there is a special person for them. 

They will marry and live happily ever after. But then, at least for most in the west, there is the angst of teens going 

through love-sick relationship after relationship looking and longing for that perfect person. I guess I should not limit that 

search to teens as it may continue well into one‘s twenties or thirties, and for some, throughout their life. It is often true 

that our greatest bliss and our worst heartaches come from our romantic relationships. But, a truth no matter how 

gruesome and no matter how it unfolds: we will always lose the one we love, unless we are to die or leave them first. For 

some, that is our greatest fear. And for many, avoiding that reality becomes their modus operandi in relationships – run 

when the going gets tough so that they are never the one to get left. We may spend our lives circling around this fear and 

the attraction of affection with another, but here is a Buddhist teaching that tells us to abandon the idea of being in a 

special relationship all together.  

Most spiritual traditions encourage us to be in loving relationships, to commit to partners and family, and to always be 

kind to others, but trying to follow even these teachings might be causing us suffering and internal conflict. Many have 

written to say you are suffering in a relationship but the dictates of your spiritual path or church ask you to honor the vows 

of your traditions, so you stay. Some want to take monks or nuns vows – which may mean no relationship to a person. It 

can all be very confusing. I think that these teachings challenge each of us to examine our own unique and right path each 

step of the way.     

Getting some direction from this Dhammapada verse: 

First of all, remember that the Dhammapada, compiled in about 300 BC, offers teachings that give a strong foundation in  

life upon which to build the even more challenging steps we will take as our evolutionary path unfolds. Always, our first 

task is to create stability. It is beneficial to find our own inner clarity before adding the enormous complications of a 

compelling emotional relationship or to make a decision not to have a relationship. So, the Dhammapada encourages us 

to find non-attachment before we tempt attachments.  

I‘ve seen this verse translated many ways. It has been translated as Pleasure where the emphasis is on the physical and 

emotional tugs of relationship attachments. This translation asks us to avoid the destabilizing effects of physical pleasure. 

Sometimes it has been translated as Affection, as it is here. The emphasis is more on the challenges of a focus on 

relationships and away from developing wisdom qualities. It has also been translated as Attachment where there is more of 

an emphasis on the obstacles that all attachments, especially those of a physically and emotionally addictive nature, have 

in causing the suffering of samsara or ordinary life. It says clearly that such attachments may be an obstacle for our 

spiritual growth. 

Here are a few lines to look at again: 

210. Seek no intimacy with the beloved and also not with the unloved, for not to see the beloved and to see the unloved, 

both are painful. 
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211. Therefore hold nothing dear, for separation from the dear is painful. There are no bonds for those who have nothing 

beloved or unloved. 

212. From endearment springs grief, from endearment springs fear. From him who is wholly free from endearment there 

is no grief, whence then fear? 

213. From affection springs grief, from affection springs fear. From him who is wholly free from affection there is no 

grief, whence then fear? 

214. From attachment springs grief, from attachment springs fear. From him who is wholly free from attachment there is 

no grief, whence then fear? 

215. From lust springs grief, from lust springs fear. From him who is wholly free from craving there is no grief; whence 

then fear? 

 

Reading these lines, it sure sounds like we are damned if we do and damned if we don‘t. We are definitely being told to 

avoid ‗special‘ relationships! It says that pain comes from not having a special person in our life and if we do have a 

beloved, pain will also come when we lose them. The little bliss we might have is transitory and destined to come to an 

end at some point. How is that for a bleak picture? I bet most of us know what these teachings are talking about though. 

We can identify those times when having or losing another has brought about all these painful states. We also know times 

when our relationship or the lack of one was a distraction from every other part of our life. This teaching, however, is not 

to protect us from pain, but to encourage us to place our focus on a higher goal. It is to encourage us to transcend all 

attachments, including this most powerful one of a relationship, and to dedicate our self to our spiritual path.  

Is a life of celibacy and aloneness our only option if we follow a spiritual path?  

Do we need to go live alone in a cave? Only you can know what is right for you. 

Monks and nuns in Buddhism, Catholicism and other monasterial paths take vows to focus on their spiritual life alone. For 

some, having such boundaries established by their vows is helpful so that they are not torn between the focus on another 

and on their practices. But, we might guess from stories in the news that this is not an easy path either. Deprivation of 

relationships when a deep need for another is suppressed and/or unfulfilled has led many to break their vows, sometimes 

disastrously, as priests have abused children and parishioners out of a lack of clarity. For centuries however, taking 

monastic vows of celibacy and living without a special relationship has been a powerful spiritual path of commitment for 

many, and the right thing for them. 

There are other traditions where a special relationship is seen as a major aspect of spiritual practice. Many religions say 

that the traditional values of relationship support family and societies in the world. Many religions embrace loving 

relationships as our personal growth teachings. But, as most of us well know, even these fundamental demands of 

ordinary relationship lived with a focus on the values of religion are so challenging that most of us spend our lives 

struggling to accomplish them successfully. There are even more challenging teachings in some religions, especially 

Buddhism, which say that another person can be transformative and a partner is essential to our practice. Some practices 

ask us to see our partner as sacred or as the guru. Some teachings give specific instructions where we engage a sexual 

partner in esoteric practices of subtle energy awareness. In these very rarely given teachings, one can grow beyond 

ordinary sexual attachment and relationship to enter a tantric practice as one‘s spiritual path. All of these growth tasks are 

a primary evolutionary step when one is ready for them, but I must add that they are all difficult teachings to follow and to 

realize. Here in the west, we rarely receive adequate and valid training in such relationship practices except from a proven 

wisdom teacher.  

For all of us, no matter what our choice and how we embrace the task, there is no right or wrong, good or bad. It is a good 

idea to examine how we relate to others. It is up to us to see what is helpful to our growth and to see what keeps us stuck. 

We are the only one who can evaluate how embracing our tradition‘s spiritual teachings might even hurt us. My thought is 

that if we deeply feel the need for a relationship then that is our path. To best grow and to have a healthy relationship, one 
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should always practice compassion and kindness towards our beloved. If one is well prepared and has a true teacher, then 

one might take on some of the more subtle esoteric practices. But, if one feels that a path of celibacy and no-relationship 

is their greatest teacher, then such a path should be honored.  

 

For any of these routes, we must use whatever arises to gain insight into the multiple facets of ordinary self and 

wisdom Self that will get stirred into expression in a multitude of ways and then grow from them. If pain arises, 

before we bolt, before making any decisions, take the time to see what it teaches us about our true Self pushing for 

manifestation.  

 

A not uncommon Story 

Here is an example of how a spiritual teaching might be hurtful. I am using an example of a Buddhist teaching but it can 

be applied to any teaching in any tradition. A Buddhist teaching is to see our partner as a Buddha or sacred being. The 

goal is to learn to see all beings in this sacred way and to move beyond an ordinary view of relationships. Through doing 

this practice, we may recognize that there are dysfunctional dynamics in the relationship even as we try to open to this 

subtle, sacred view. Instead of just leaving our partner as an unhappy match, we can try to make it our path to transcend 

the obstacles that we find within ourselves and in our relationship dynamics in order to see that innate Buddha nature of 

our partner. In this way, we purify our own egoic attachments that don‘t want to surrender our view of self for the sacred. 

Good plan. But what if that relationship is so dysfunctional or abusive that we make ourselves ill or depressed? What if 

we are being hurt emotionally or physically? What if our partner is such a source of pain that he or she is too difficult a 

person with whom to learn these lessons? Do we choose to honor our spiritual goal and keep going or do we recognize 

that we are over our edge and getting hurt? What if our teacher, or other practitioners, or the teachings of our tradition 

discourage divorce and we feel trapped in a marriage that hurts us – and maybe even our children? This is all very 

challenging to figure out. Now is it time to go to the cave?  

In such situations, we need to assess our own growing edge and stay on a path that we can handle. Just like lifting weights 

in the gym, it is good to work only a little bit ahead of where we are. We may know conceptually where we would like to 

be but if it is too much to accomplish, then we may be causing ourselves pain and not making progress. If we are not yet 

ready to take on a specific spiritual task then we are too vulnerable to the challenges presented to grow. 

What are your relationship circumstances and your relationship questions? 

First: Consider how your tradition includes or discourages special relationships in your spiritual life. Consider the 

teachings, vows, commitments or commandments of your tradition to appreciate how relationships are honored, or not. It 

is always a matter of fine tuning as we learn how to grow and how to honor our next step, but wisdom teachings are 

always a good foundation.  

Second: If it feels good, do it! Not! This is the world gone wild when it comes to gratifying our lust, our passions, our 

attachments of body and emotional self. In our primitive biology, thank goodness, those drives kept us alive and our 

species flourishing as animals in the wild. But, we are more than that. As we evolve emotionally, intellectually, socially, 

in relationships, and spiritually, we stretch into realizing the higher benefits for self and all others that come from various 

restraints. We integrate and balance the demanding passions of pleasure and satisfy the needs of our ever maturing self. If 

we try to go too fast and either repress those primitive needs or ignore them while choosing more noble goals, we do pay a 

price. Evolution of maturity allows us to regulate those needs and to then make choices from a sense of rightness that 

furthers who we are at the highest levels. At the very highest levels, we work with those energies for spiritual goals. The 

process is always one of harmony and knowing our next evolutionary steps. Our spiritual teachings give us tools that are 

helpful but we must know when and how to take those steps as they are right for ourselves and others. 

Third: Listening for harmony. We can get this information through listening to our deepest self, but our inner voice 

may also manifest in our journaling, our art, or other ways that we can hear our self. We might also get the message 

through our body or emotions. It could be that illness, a sense of stress, discomforting emotions, and other niggling signs 

of imbalance and disharmony may be saying to us that we are not taking care of ourselves as we need to. If we have any 
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manifestation of disharmony, we would benefit from looking at it and see if it is an indicator that a change or two is 

needed in our life.  It would not be surprising if your path is shaky and you must examine more deeply how you relate to 

an important relationship or the lack of one. 

Fourth: Embrace our choice – growth through relationship or growth through no-special-relationship will yield our 

answers. As we live our choice, keep listening. When we meet up with the hard times – which we will with either choice – 

keep pushing that edge knowing that whatever arises is our next and perfect teaching. Don‘t give up too easily and don‘t 

keep hanging in there beyond the point of self or other destruction. Keep recalibrating with each step. Then know the time 

to stop, if it comes. 

Fifth: Life is about non-attachment. No matter what path we live in the world, it is ALL a vehicle to learning non-

attachment because every path is a path of letting go. 

 

Every step we take is into new territory and we must go slowly. Remember our little 

image of turning the cows loose in the field of newly planted grass? To take our next 

step is similar to planting a field of new grass. When the sprouts come up, that is not 

the time to turn loose the herd of cows for grazing. The grass needs to grow for a 

while to be tall and strong. Always consider which field is ready for those tromping 

cows and which still needs some time for listening while you integrate this next step? 

 

     A MEDITATION – on AFFECTION 

There are a number of public figures recently in the news that might have avoided self-sabotaging decisions had they 

studied this verse. It is far better to make decisions after assessing self –awareness. 

Let’s start with some of our own assessments about relationships and affection in our lives. Here are some questions 

to ask yourself and you might think of many more. 

 First, and most important, consider if your relationship hurts you, your partner, or another in any way. 

 Are your relationship goals and ideas consistent with your spiritual goals?  

 Consider your strongest and most compelling physiological and emotional urges relative to relationships.  

 Consider what drives you in relationships, especially if the drives overcome good judgment.  

 If those drives are survival needs, are your responses in keeping with a level of survival alone or do the drives ask you to 

devote more resources or even risk your life or others‘ lives in inappropriate ways?  

 On the other hand, if you do not fulfill those impulses or drives, do you feel deprived?  

 Do you suppress or transcend your relationship needs for seemingly higher goals? 

 Do you have symptoms that indicate that you are creating disharmony or deprivation in life by not taking care of your 

relationship needs?  

 Are your significant relationships harmonious with your spiritual life?  

 Do any of your relationships feel so compelling that you violate your religious or spiritual vows or principles to fulfill them?  

 Do you perpetuate any behaviors which you know hurt you or others because of pressures from your relationships?  

 What is your level of flexibility when it comes to pleasing yourself or caring for others?  

 Where is the line when it comes to fulfilling your important needs, and how much you give to others?   

 Are you having any health problems or emotional distress that may be at least somewhat the result of a dysfunctional 

attachment to a relationship?  
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 Is there any abuse happening in any way in your most important relationships? 

 Where is your growing edge in pursuing your spiritual path?  

 How do relationships or a significant relationship enhance your growth on that path?  

 How does a significant relationship possibly hamper your growth?  

 Are you taking too big a step on your path and overreaching to achieve a principle or vow that you are not ready to tackle? 

Let these questions stir up any discomfort, fears or unanswered explorations that it is time for you to tackle. Trust that the 

answers and resolution to them will unfold gradually and that by integrating the question and the evolution of your 

answers, you will change your relationship to your self first and then to others. This is good.  

The Meditation (drawing by Eric Nance) 

Once you have explored an awareness of your disharmony or growing edge, write down 

your thoughts. Put the paper with your questions or thoughts on it where you will see it 

often. Maybe it should go on your altar.  

Ask for help. In whatever way you can access your inner wisdom – ask that inner self to 

help you find your true and growing answer. For some of you, it may be asking Jesus, 

God, a deity, guardian angels or inner voice for help.  

Visualize to the best of your ability how your relationship would be if you were to grow 

into this next step of your evolution. See yourself clearly living in these new ways. 

When you meditate, just ask the questions again whenever it feels right during your 

session. Don‘t worry about receiving a clear and intellectual answer. Your answer will 

be revealed to you – maybe a little at a time or maybe in a flash of insight. Little by little you will start living the answer 

and you will see it manifest for you.                                                       

Remember to dedicate the benefit of your healing and growing to others.   

 

     From Your Letters 

 

Without realizing the unity of Bliss and Void, 

Even though on the Void you meditate, 

You practice only Nihilism. – from the Hundred Thousand Songs of Milarepa 

 

From Vanshidhara Anadaati   who writes - A Closer Look: Hui Neng’s ‘Meridian Tower’ 

[He says - Hello to our Friends in Meridian, Mississippi.] 

“Out beyond the fields of wrongdoing and rightdoing, there is a field. 

I will meet you there.”  - Jelal-Uddin Rumi 

 

Rumi was a Sufi Muslim mystic and poet.  That a Muslim should speak the Dharma is not very surprising for someone who 

has read in the Diamond Cutter sutra that ―The Buddha bears the sign of no signs, the mark of no mark,‖ and likewise the dharma is 

without physical characteristic, without worldly limit or confinements, dependency, or derivation.   

All Buddhists share more than they differ from one another, but each lineage of teaching has looked deeply into this or that 

aspect of the Dharma.  They specialize, you could say.  Of course, the idea is to grasp the whole thing.  Yet it is ungraspable, so we are 

back to square one. 
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When it comes to Dhyana, or meditation, the school of specialization is Ch‘an, or Zen, Chinese and Japanese transliterations 

of ―dhyana.‖  The history of Ch‘an, the school of Buddhism founded in China, is complex and epic.  I won‘t cheat it by giving a 

sloppy summary here.  The Sixth Patriarch of Ch‘an Buddhism, Hui Neng, is our target.   Illiterate, a poor orphan, and a Barbarian (in 

the view of Han Chinese of the times), Hui Neng was not a likely candidate to become a Patriarch. 

Shakyamuni Buddha, the historical Gotama Siddhartha, was a prince, born royal and rich.  Buddhism was established in 

Tibet by its King, who had just conquered neighboring Tibetans and ‗unified‘ the nation.  The great moments of history come at the 

hands mostly of the rich and powerful, or so it might seem.  Milarepa, however, was a reformed sorcerer and self-confessed murderer.  

Many of the Dalai Lamas were born into humble families in lonely villages.  Then there is Hui Neng, who hearing a Dharma 

discussion by the Fifth Patriarch was immediately enlightened, and who came to the monastery as cook because of his humble means.   

When the time came for the Fifth Patriarch to pass along the Seal of the Dharma, thus endowing his successor, the monks naturally 

expected the Senior monk, Shin Shau, to be chosen.  However, the Fifth Patriarch announced he would receive compositions of a 

gaathaa – a formal poetic form, in which those wishing to attain the Seal of the Dharma should show their suitability by demonstrating 

their knowledge of the ultimate truth. 

Of course, the studious and formally trained Senior monk composed a verse of a dutiful, diligent sentiment, ―Our body is the 

bodhi tree, and our Mind the mirror bright.  Hour by hour, we clean them, and let no dust alight.‖  This misses the mark.  Why?  The 

answer is in Hui Neng‘s reply.  When Shin Shau posted his gaathaa, another monk read it to the illiterate Hui Neng.  He asked the 

monk to paint his response on the bare wall of the hallway:  ―There is no bodhi tree, nor mirror bright, so where can any dust alight?‖  

Though there is the ‗body of dharma,‘ dharmakaya, it is without form.  Though our mind is a ‗mirror,‘ it reflects illusory images.  

‗Dusts‘ are all those things which cloud perfect wisdom. 

Hui Neng was chosen as the Sixth Patriarch.  Though diligence, mindfulness, and the appropriate giving of gifts in the right 

way, in the right time, to the right person are all at the heart of bodhichitta, and Buddhism. One should form no ideas about causes and 

consequences, nor have any attachments to such ideas.  That means even though we need to try hard to purify our minds and actions, 

to follow a defined path, we must realize that these are all vehicles to carry us to a state where all such things lose their context.  In the 

end, to arrive, you have to step out of the vehicle.  Now you are in the Zen zone.   

Hui Neng left us a sutra in which the follow verses appear: 

A Master of the Buddhist Canon as well as the teaching of the Dhyana school 

May be likened to the blazing sun, sitting in his meridian tower. 

Such a person would teach nothing but the Dharma for realizing the Essence of Mind, and his object in coming to the world would 

be to vanquish the heresies. 

We cannot really classify the Dharmas into „Sudden‟ and „Gradual,‟ 

But some will attain enlightenment much quicker than others. 

For example, this teaching on the Essence of Mind 

Is beyond the comprehension of the ignorant. 

We may explain it in ten thousand ways, 

But all those ways trace back to one principle. 

To illuminate our dark sanctuary, which is stained by defilement, 

We should constantly set up the Light of Wisdom. 

Erroneous views keep us in defilement, 

While right views remove us from it. 

But when we are in a position to discard both of them, 

Then we are absolutely pure. 

Bodhi is imminent in our Essence of Mind, 

To look for it elsewhere is foolish. 

Within our impure mind, the pure mind is to be found, 

And once we are purified, we are freed from the three becloudings. 

If we are treading the path of enlightenment, 

We need not worry about stumbling blocks. 

Provided we keep an eye on our own faults, 

We cannot go astray from the right path. 

Since every type of being has its own path to salvation, 

They will not interfere with or antagonize one another.  

. . . If you wish to find the true way, 
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Right action will lead you to it directly, 

But if you do not strive for Buddhahood, 

You will grope in the dark and never find it. 

. . . When all views, right or erroneous are discarded, 

Then the essence of Bodhi appears. 

. . . Eon after eon a person may be lost, 

But once enlightened, it only takes him a moment to reach Buddhahood. 

 

A master of Ch‘an is ―likened to a blazing sun, sitting in its meridian tower,‖ not because he or she is high and mighty, but 

because the sun at noon (―its meridian tower‖) is at its highest point, its most intense power, and the sun at noon casts no shadows.  It 

shines on all things evenly, without bias.  All things are plain to see in the light of midday. 

The person of Dharma vanquishes heresies not out of aggression, or intolerance, but causes them to evaporate before the 

truth, by speaking the pure Dharma to those who are ready to hear it.  The Shambhala warrior does not kill beings with swords, but 

pierces illusion, cuts the head off ideas, liberates from attachment, delivers from fear. 

Who are we calling ignorant?  No one and everyone.  Depends on where your mind and your understanding are right now.  

It‘s a right now, always right now, kind of thing.  There are many ways to look at this, but it all comes back to the Path.  How do we 

find the path?  By setting up the Light of Dharma.  Where do we find that light?  It is ―immanent in our Essence of Mind.‖  It is the 

light that has been beaming out of you since the day you were conceived.  It is who you were before you had an idea of yourself. 

Purification, which uncovers the true mind within the impure mind, is just the removal of all the ideas, stopping thoughts, not 

forming concepts beyond what we actually see and the ultimate truth.  Then we are freed from the three becloudings, which are 

defilement, bad karma, and expiation of bad karma.  The mind that has shed all ideas, true and untrue, and sees only compassion in the 

dharma, is hard to harm.  They do nothing wrong because they only do good.  They hold nothing but the dharma, so nothing can be 

taken from them.  The dharma is irremovable.  Nothing else can be depended upon.   

―Right action will lead to it directly;‖ that is, again, how.  When you give up concepts about things, whether they are correct 

or incorrect, ―The essence of Bodhi appears.‖  The Light of Dharma, which is Bodhi, which is intuitive, all-permeating understanding 

of how things are, and how ‗not-things‘ are, appears because it was always there.  It is always there, but we put ideas, beliefs, and 

objects between us and ourselves.   

The practice of Zazen, sitting in concentrated meditation, while having the object of a koan, or public proposition (a sort of 

intuitive-answer-only dilemma), aims at clearing away all these ideas and uncovering the original understanding.  Here is a 

contemplation:  Imagine you are a six-month fetus in your mother‘s womb.  It is warm, and very close, like huddling under warm and 

heavy blankets in winter.  Everything is muffled and padded, safe in your watery world.  You cannot hear anything in particular, but 

there is pleasing sound.  You can‘t touch anything particular, but you can feel everything around you.  You cannot see, but there is a 

glowing light.  You do not know yourself as an individual, nor know of anyone else, but you can feel love from somewhere.  Inside is 

the memory of this time of your life.  We are not that old; this time is not so far away.   

As adults, we can explain everything the fetus feels as voices, heartbeats, warm blood and fluids, the hormones, words, and 

caresses of parental affection, light outside the womb, and so on.  The fetus experiences these things without having any ideas of what 

they are.  This helps explain the difference between experience and thought, between intuition and intellect, between conceptual 

understanding and non-conceptual truth.   

Hui Neng was phenomenal in his directness and his making things simple.  In a complicated world, this is a useful skill.  It 

was said of one Japanese Zen master that he attained enlightenment one day while doing chores: cutting some bamboo.  He made a 

clean and perfect stroke with the knife through the bamboo, revealing the core.  He did this simple act ―just-so,‖ in the highest state of 

mind, and experienced the ultimate nature of truth.  In the moment of his life, he reached Buddhahood.  A moment can also be a 

myriad lifetimes, on the celestial scale of things, but we will all get there. 

 

Those who have great realization about delusion are Buddhas. Those who are greatly deluded within realization are sentient 

beings.  -Dogen, "Flowers Fall" 

 

 

From M.S.: I have been receiving DF for a while now, but this is my first time writing. First, I am 

advising you of my change of address. Second, keep DF coming! I enjoy them a lot! 

 As a Vice Lord, my community has received a bad name and a bad image. The curriculum 

of my nation is very spiritually, mentally, and philosophically based, yet over the years, rebellious 

representatives have caused my nation to become labeled a street gang. I desire to change that for the 
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better. I fully believe in a Master Creator and I have a unique connection with the Creator. I don‘t believe that one religious text 

contains the full trust, only the relative truth because mankind will manipulate things and play on the superstitious fear of people to 

gain control over them. 

 I am a seeker of justice and knowledge. We can‘t find silence unless we seek it in this chaotic world of insanity. I meditate 

often, but not to control the energy. That‘s my problem. It‘s hard to master that type of meditation in this type of prison setting. I have 

diagrams of different meditations like controlling sexual energy, collecting and throwing built up energy, etc. I love that meditation 

that you provided in issue #137, June 2008, page 5. I tried it and found myself saying these senses too fast. I could barely think! I felt 

good, but there are too many distractions to accomplish any type of self-masterment. 

 Anyways, is it possible that you could send me a soft bound, full copy of the English translated Dhammapada? I would like 

to have it in my personal library. There are so many books I need, like the Avestas, the Analects, the Veda, the Kabbalah, the 

Pseudipigrapha, the 6
th

 - 10
th

 books of Moses, the Bardo Thodel, the Gathas, the Popol Vah, the Tripitaka, the Ramayana, the 

Upanishads, just books like that. Is it possible you will go on the net and find organizations who provide religious books to prisoners 

free of charge and send me a copy of the addresses? I have the Book of Yahweh, the Egyptian Book of The Dead, the Ko‘ran, and 

several bibles. I need to increase my studies and I need help to do it. 

 Well, take care and keep up the fantastic work. 

Buddha Bless You! Open Thy Mind and Travel Free! 

 

From Anna - This is a good place to remind everyone that it does not hurt to ask what we have in the form of books for you. 

Kristopher is happy to try to match your requests with the donated books we do have. Unfortunately though, we don‘t have that much 

$$ to order books to fill your requests. Periodically, we do list places that offer free books to prisoners and when we do, write to them 

and see if they have what you wish. We love that you are trying to educate yourselves and it would make very happy to fulfill all your 

wishes! But we can only do so much. We can send lots of love and blessings though! 

 

By him who speaks only to help beings, it was said that all beings have arisen from the conception of Iand are enveloped with the 

conception of mine.   -Nagarjuna, "Precious Garland" 

 

drawing by J.D. 

From R.B.: Dear Anna,  

 I am so sorry to hear of your husband‘s ill health. I will remember 

you and him in my practice. Such news always puts things in perspective. 

My diet issue seemed so important, now trivial in comparison. 

 Now an update on my diet issue. I stay mindful of my purpose and 

goals. I started my quest to veganism for the sole purpose of relieving 

suffering of animals, but it has become so much more!  

 I did end my hunger strike (although I did not call it that) on 

2/23/08. On that date, I received a response from (the) Warden that tofu and 

soy milk had been ordered for me in order to give me a vegan diet. 

 They still have not gotten it right, I am working with them to get 

an understanding. Initially I was shooting for just a vegetarian diet (eggs ok, 

dairy ok, no animal fat). But I realized that was an impossible task. Nobody 

in the kitchen seemed to understand that lard in baked good, and chicken broth in mashed potatoes was not vegetarian. 

 My letters to (the) Chaplain went unanswered, so I gave up on him for help. Chaplain -- told me that the diet I wanted did not 

exist, so to give up. Had it been just for me, I would have given up. (I hate vegetables; I‘m a solid meat and potatoes man from North 

Dakota). Well, anyway, as I said, it became bigger than just a vegetarian diet. I‘m in ad-seg. I have guys in cells around me that started 

asking questions. I was able to talk about how we and all living beings are connected. It was through my discussions of non-harming, I 

realized that animals didn‘t just suffer through death, but chickens and cows also suffer to feed us. I started to think that it wasn‘t just 

the animals anymore. There might be another Buddhist or even anyone with an awareness of animal sufferings in the DC who would 

want an animal product-free diet. So this became even more real. I understand the different school of thought: 

Theravada - A more narrow understanding and more likely to be strict vegans. 

Mahayana - More open; probably tend to vegetarianism than vegan. 

Vajrayana - The thought I most subscribe to. I understand that the food fed to me would contain no karmic value. No animal would be 

saved by my refusal to eat meat. I would relieve no real suffering. 

 But, the bigger picture - the guys around me learning something that had never crossed their minds: all life is important. That 

guy behind me with a more narrow understanding, suffering because he can‘t get the DC to give him a vegetarian or vegan diet. The 

guys around me get to see me fight the DC with a smile and I always remained mindful at meal-times, even times when they ―forgot‖ 

to feed me. Sometimes I get a 1 ½ pound package of plain tofu, nothing else. They‘ve forgotten to send it at other times. I got soymilk 

one week and then non for the past few weeks. A sergeant told me a memo says I‘m to only get tofu and soymilk at lunch and then 

just soymilk at supper. Well that‘s a good vegan diet, only about 700 calories a day though.  

 I write grievances because I must, to fight the DC machine, but I remain mindful to the larger picture. The guys around me 

get mad at the way I‘m treated. They can‘t understand why, or how, I stay calm. I explain that, first; the officer delivering the meal is 
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not at fault, so no need or point to get mad at them. And second, the whole point is to eliminate suffering. If I allow anger to overcome 

me, then I‘m suffering and inflicting suffering on someone else. 

 So, here‘s the update: DC will come around. P.E.T.A is assisting me. I will work on this until there is a vegetarian/vegan 

policy, just like they have a kosher policy. When they do that, I‘ll let you know, so you can put it in DF, so if any reader at any other 

unit wants a vegetarian/vegan diet, all they‘ll have to do is ask. 

 I‘ll blaze the trail. I‘ve got two life terms and I know the legal route real well. So, as I write on every letter to DC:  Smile! 

Life‘s GREAT!  

 Oh, by the way, I‘m also pushing the DC to allow me to have and receive a Zafu, Gomden, and Zabuton mat. They said they 

are getting an ad-hoc panel with the DC central office head chaplain to decide it. Question: I‘m indigent, if they decide to allow it, 

have you any ideas where I can get them? 

 

When you contemplate the body by being within the body, you should not engage in all sorts of ideas about it; the same when you 

contemplate feelings by being within feelings, you should enter in without ideas; the same applies to contemplating the mind by 

being within the mind and contemplating thoughts by being within thoughts. 

The thoughts should be just the objects of mind and you should not apply yourself to any train of ideas connected with them. In 

this way, by putting ideas aside, your mind will become tranquil and fixed on one point. It will then enter into a meditation that is 

without discursive thought and is rapturous and joyful.     -Majjhima Nikaya 

 From M.M.:  Greetings, in issue #141, you asked about educational resources.  Perhaps this may help.  I don‘t know if it‘s 

free or what, but because it says ―outreach‖ makes me think that it might be.  As for myself, I‘m like Moses, wandering in the 

wilderness looking for the place where the two ―seas‖ meet.  The hell with formal education, it‘s all erroneously founded on limited 

knowledge to begin with.  I don‘t care that anything I might write or say should be printed in Dharma Friends.  The community (God 

bless them) is the most fault finding, nit-picking bunch of homos I‘ve ever seen!  Who cares about the issues and characteristics of this 

temporary appearance anyways?  Rise above the unreal.  Stay focused on your ―self‖ using this body as a vehicle to get across to the 

other side. Try -  University of Arizona, Continuing Education and Academic Outreach, PO Box 210158, Tucson AZ  85721-0158 

 

Don't be afraid of doing good. It's another name for happiness, for all that is dear and delightful--this phrase "doing good." 

Whoever would live well, long lasting, bringing bliss-- let him be generous, be calm, and cultivate the doing of good. 

By practicing these three, these three bliss-bringing things, the wise one lives without regret. 

His world infused with happiness.   -Itivuttaka Sutta 

 

Subscription information: We have gladly been offering this newsletter free of charge to those in prisons. We are so happy to 

have a vehicle for those who have little dharma support to feel united with others who identify with their life situation. It is truly 

important to remember that we are all mirrors of each other. We are all one with each other. And we can recognize that samsara is 

suffering for us all whether behind the bars of a prison or behind the bars of our own ego structure. For anyone who is not in prison 

and who would like to subscribe to Dharma Friends, here is what to do. The fee is $30 for one year. Mail a check or money order 

made out to Compassion Works for All: and send to Compassion Works for All, Dharma Friends subscriptions, PO Box 7708, 

Little Rock, AR. 72217-7708. This amount covers the subscription for you and a partial subscription for a prisoner. I also want to 

acknowledge the enormous generosity of many of those in prisons who have sent stamps and letters of support and appreciation. Far 

more important than anything material are the letters and notes that say that you are benefiting from being part of this sangha of 

Dharma Friends. I think that many feel less alone on their journey because we are connected beyond all time and space to each other. 

PLEASE LET US KNOW IF YOUR ADDRESS CHANGES. 

SOME NEW OPTIONS: I shared in past issues of Dharma Friends that we are trying to be mindful of $$$ in order to keep 

publishing our newsletter, as we scramble to get additional funding. Here are some ways that you can help us.  

 Keep us apprised of your address changes. Most of you have been very good at this and we hardly have any returned issues.  

 If you are receiving Dharma Friends but do not read it or know someone else who does not read their issues, either donate them 

to your library, or write and tell us to take you off the Dharma Friends list. Now, some have written and said that others need 

them more than they do so take their name off. Don‘t be too generous!! WE WANT YOU TO KEEP GETTING DHARMA 

FRIENDS IF IT IS HELPFUL TO YOU!  

 If you have family or friends, tell them that you receive support from Dharma Friends and we would be very grateful for any 

donations that they might make. I know that most of you have very little money but we are enormously appreciative when some 

of you have made donations as well, and for the stamps many of you have sent. 

 If you know of anyone who funds philanthropic programs that are rehabilitative or supportive of those in prisons, send a copy of 

Dharma Friends to them and ask if they would consider reading a funding proposal from us. If so, connect us to them!  
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Also: We are encouraging those who are not in prison and who have the ability to receive their issues by Email to let us know. Of 

course, we can send these issues for no printing and no mailing costs, while generating more interest and support in the newsletter. 

Most of you in prison cannot do this, of course, but if you are a chaplain reading this who has email and can print copies off for your 

library, that would be helpful. Or – if you have family or friends who might like to receive Dharma Friends as well, they can send a 

donation of $30 or more to us and receive Dharma Friends by email plus get a tax deduction receipt because we are not mailing a 

paper newsletter. It is important for us to keep those in prisons connected to society, and most especially to their families and friends. 

We greatly value the opportunity to bring a loving community of support to those who are connected to people in prison as they are 

often made to feel uncomfortable by society. If those you love receive Dharma Friends too, think of the common growth that you 

would share and the bond that could develop. So, you might suggest Dharma Friends as something your friends and family might 

like to donate to and receive via email.  

Know that we are continuing non-stop efforts to secure funding so that we can all benefit from the loving and supportive 

Dharma Friends community you have all created. Thank you for all that you give to all of us.  

 

The eye of clarity is so called because it brings sight to everyone. It enables every single one to enter the uncreated and 

unconditioned reality, each in his own way.  –Prajnaparamita 

From R.S.: I have not written to you for several years now, content to read the words and share each issue with other prisoners who 

express an interest in paths for self-actualization. However, since it has been quite some time and in place of anything I may 

personally say to the Sangha, I‘ve enclosed some excerpts that may offer points of contemplation for some. Perhaps you‘ll find a place 

for it in an upcoming issue. It‘s been a long road since the days of Frankie ―Jusan‖ Parker, and I thank you for your sustained, 

continuing efforts. 

 

 Sitting Inside: Buddhist Practice in America‘s Prison by Kobai Scott Whitney; Pages 149-150 

 ―Teresa Rundo, a leading authority on grief and bereavement, defines grief in part as ‗the reaction to many kinds of loss, not 

necessarily death alone‘, and she cites 15 types of loss experienced by dying patients. All the dramatic losses experienced 

solely as a result of incarceration are included on her list, indicating that prisoners may have severe grief reactions by virtue 

of their imprisonment alone…‖ 

 ―Even healthy prisoners commonly experience the five stages of bereavement and coping behavior identified by Elisabeth 

Kubler-Ross: denial, anger, bargaining, depression, and acceptance. For new arrivals, fresh from trial and sentencing are 

typically in denial. They simply can‘t believe that the worst has happened. They are certain that their convictions will be 

overturned on appeal. They often talk about being back on the streets in a matter of weeks or months, as soon as their lawyers 

get the papers filed.‖ 

 ―As appeals are lost and the reality of doing prison time sets in, denial turns to anger, then to depression. Bargaining with 

good behavior and program involvement for the hope of parole is commonly mixed with underlying hostility toward the 

system and all those who represent it. The emotional stew that pervades life in prison is a mixture of anger, hostility, and 

hope (usually unrealistic) for some early reprieve. Though some prisoners do more beyond anger and blame toward a healthy 

degree of acceptance, self-responsibility, and growth, most inmates remain angry and bitter throughout their time inside.‖ 

Teresa Rundo, Grief, Dying and Death: Clinical Interventions for Care Givers, 1984 

Elisabeth Kubler-Ross, On Death and Dying, 1969 

 

 

 

When one comes to the Essence of Being, The shining Wisdom of Reality, Illumines all like 

the cloudless sky. –from the Hundred Thousand Songs of Milarepa 

 

Drawing by J.H. 
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Our offering this month from OMAR‟S DREAM – 

 

 Reach your worldly goals and gain effectiveness in bringing about change. 

Help us find great books to recommend in short, crash courses to excellence in life skills. 

On this spiritual life journey, it is also good to be as skillful as possible in our worldly functioning. Do 

you have suggestions for books that you recommend for great crash courses in worldly skills? We‘ll 

try to examine them and then feature those that look like they could help us all to a path of worldly 

skillfulness. Here are areas we want to cover, but you can suggest others on other topics if you feel 

they would be helpful. English language, writing, grammar, computer skills, math skills, world history, 

an overview of world religions, arts history of the world, psychology and the brain, physiology, illness 

and healing, geography. 

Have you discovered National Geographic in your prison library? I bet it is there – with tons of back 

issues. Each issue is an education in itself of science, history, geography, cultures, and religious traditions. If we just read a back 

issue a week as we can and the new issue each month, we will be expanding our view and understanding of the world and its 

peoples exponentially. If you want to give a great gift to your teenage children this year, get them a subscription.   

 

 

 

Compassion Works for All/ Dharma Friends 

PO Box 7708 

Little Rock, Arkansas 72217-7708  

Webpage:dharmafriendsprisonoutreachproject.com 

                                                 RELIGIOUS MATERIAL 

                      Permit NO. 160 
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US Postage PAID 

Little Rock, AR. 

 

 
                                As soon as you get some sense of contact, you want to be teachers of others. This is a big mistake.  -Ta-sui 
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Additional Pages for EMAIL VERSION of Dharma Friends 

By renouncing samsara, we renounce our habitual grasping, unhappy minds. And by renouncing samsara, 

we embrace our potential for enlightenment. -Lama Zopa Rinpoche, "Transforming Problems Into 

Happiness 

 

LAMA YESHE WANGMO 

Lama Dechen Yeshe Wangmo Returns to Little Rock on July 17-19, 2009 

  

   Lama Yeshe Wangmo is a practitioner and teacher in the Nyingma lineage of Tibetan 

Buddhism. She is one of the main teachers for the Vajrayana group in Arkansas. 

 

Public Talk:  

The Sacred Sites of Yeshe Tsogyal in Tibet and the Pilgrimage Experience: A Travelogue  

Friday, July 17th, 7:00-8:30 p.m. 

This evening will be about accounts, images, and personal reflections with Lama Wangmo, who has just returned from a 

three-week pilgrimage to Tibet. Read about the pilgrimage at www.jnanasukha.org/pilgrimage. 
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Suggested Donation: $10.00-$15.00 A tsok offering will follow so bring a good offering. 

Location: Unitarian Universalist Church, 1818 Reservoir Road 

 

Foundational Practices Retreat: 

A Moment of Practice Is Like a Drop of Gold 

Saturday, July 18th, to Sunday, July 19th 

The foundational practices, known in Tibetan as ngondro, is a set of specific meditation practices which provide the basis 

for the complete Vajrayana path, from beginning to end. These practices cultivate the spiritual relationship we have with 

ourselves and with others; they purify and expand our state of mind; and, ultimately, they offer a direct experience of our 

own enlightened nature. This three-session mini-retreat will provide instruction, personal practice experience, and more 

personal practice experience. 

Location: Ecumenical Buddhist Society Meditation Hall 

Times: (3 sessions) 

Saturday, July 18th 10:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m. and 

2:00-5:00 p.m. 

Sunday, July 19th 10:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m. 

Cost: $40.00 per session or $120.00 for entire retreat 

Registration: Pre-registration for the weekend retreat is encouraged, so that we can make the correct number of copies of 

texts. The registration form for the weekend retreat is on page 3 of the current newsletter. For more information and 

retreat location, please call Ellis Widner at 501-590-8037 or email him at ellis@jnanasukha.org or contact Charlotte Besch 

at 501-664-1167. 

 

Private Appointments: Dharma Consults and Hakomi Sessions, July 20th, 21st, and 22nd: 

For information and appointments, please contact Lama Wangmo at 888-517-7121 or at yeshe@yeshewangmo.net after 

June 15. 

 

Lama Dechen Yeshe Wangmo is a practitioner and teacher in the Nyingma lineage of Tibetan Vajrayana Buddhism. Her 

Buddhist training began 31 years ago in Canada with meeting Kalu Rinpoche and the XVI Karmapa. Today, her teachers 

are Lama Tharchin Rinpoche of Repkong and through guru yoga practice, the late Dudjom Rinpoche, Jigdral Yeshe 

Dorje, one of the greatest masters of the 20th century. In 2001, she established Jnanasukha (Wisdom Bliss), a nonprofit 

dedicated to serving the revealed mind-treasure of His Holiness Dudjom Rinpoche known as "The Dakini Heart Essence" 

(mkha ‘gro thug thig). An accomplished author and translator, she is the director of Orgyen Dechen Cho Dzong on the Big 

Island of Hawaii. Yeshe is also a certified Hakomi Therapist and Teacher. www.jnanasukha.org; www.yeshewangmo.net 

 

At Compassion Works for All - We have BOOKS FOR SALE:  

MINDFUL MONEY by LINDA BESSETTE 

Mindful Money allows us to be fully present and aware of our money issues. Mindful Money teaches us to be conscious 

and responsible stewards of our resources so that money is a healthy vehicle to reach life’s goals rather than our captor. 

ENJOY! --as Linda says to us each month as we receive our current Dharma Friends issue! Linda has graciously offered 

to donate a portion of the proceeds of all books sold through Dharma Friends back to Compassion Works for All. Email 

Linda (lbessette33@comcast.net) if you want a copy of MINDFUL MONEY. Or send your check $15 – plus $5 handling 

fees, to: Compassion Works for All, Mindful Money, PO Box 7708, Little Rock, Arkansas  72217-7708 

 

 

http://www.ebslr.org/current_ebs_newsletter.pdf
mailto:ellis@jnanasukha.org
mailto:yeshe@yeshewangmo.net
http://www.jnanasukha.org/
http://www.yeshewangmo.net/
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 Also Remember Mara Leveritt’s books! 

The Boys on the Tracks: Death, Denial, and a Mother’s Crusade to Bring Her Son’s Killers to Justice 

And 

Devil’s Knot: The True Story of the West Memphis Three 

Email Linda (above) and she can give you more information about prices, mailing, etc. for all books. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

And anna’s books – 

 Just As the Breeze Blows Through Moonlight, and Dharma Friends and the Healthy Living pamphlet are on our 

Compassion Works for All web site – www.dharmafriendsprisonoutreachproject.com    for a free download – but 

donations are always appreciated! Or you can order a hardcopy book for $15 plus shipping ($5) at my email address: 

anna@aristotle.net 

 

Check out our web based initiative –  

And help spread the news by emailing the site to your friends! 

 

  

 

JOIN US at www.JUSTUSFRIENDS.org       

 

"There is an important link between deep change at the personal level and deep change at the organizational level.  

To make deep personal change is to develop a new paradigm, a new self, one that is more effectively aligned with 

today's realities.  This can occur only if we are willing to journey into unknown territory and confront the wicked 

problems we encounter. This journey does not follow the assumptions of rational planning.  The objective may not be 

clear and the path is not paved with familiar procedures.  This tortuous journey requires that we leave our comfort 

zone and step outside our normal roles.  In doing so, we learn the paradoxical lesson that we can change the world 

only by changing ourselves.  This is not just a cute abstraction; it is an elusive key to effective performance in all 

aspects of life."  -- Robert Quinn in Deep Change 

http://www.dharmafriendsprisonoutreachproject.com/
mailto:anna@aristotle.net
http://www.justusfriends.org/
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And what, monks, is Right Thought? The thought of renunciation, the thought of non-ill-will, the thought 

of harmlessness. This, monks, is called Right Thought.          -Digha Nikaya 

 

 

If you or your company would like to join as a supporter of our new web based initiative  

JustUsFriends.org, we welcome you! You may sponsor a page or contribute to the project. 

If you would like to host a Compassion Works for All fundraising lunch,  

Please let us know and we will plan details with you!!  

This is a friendly and informative way to raise money for our efforts.  

You invite those who you think would appreciate the philanthropic opportunity. We will supply the food and I will 

gladly give a talk to your guests.  

 

 You may forward any past Dharma Friends newsletters, or this newsletter, on to anyone who you believe would benefit 

from them.  If someone has sent this Dharma Friends issue to you as a gift and you would like to join us each month, 

please email anna@aristotle.net for more information about Compassion Works for All, our Dharma Friends 

newsletter, and our prison outreach program. You may receive Dharma Friends by email for a $30 tax-deductible 

donation.  If you would prefer a hard copy, the subscription fee is also $30, but unfortunately it is not tax deductible 

because you receive a paper publication for your donation.  

 

 

 

 

mailto:anna@aristotle.net

